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ABOUT
Born in the age of Cloud and disruptive IT transformational times, AvidAll Technologies Pvt. Ltd. (AvidAll) is a
dependable knowledge partner helping organizations around the globe achieve their dream of RPA, Big data,
AI, IOT and modern IT transformation at a faster pace, tapping into the vast Indian IT knowledge pool.
We are known for brining advantages of disruptive innovation, focus on emerging technology, agility,
scalability, cost efficiencies & skilled resources to the table while working across multiple industry partners.
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VISION
Emerge as a RECOGNIZED LEADER in all our areas of operations.

MISSION
Build highly performing and results oriented technology services teams and products.

VALUES
Passion | Teamwork | Continuous Learning | Continuous Improvement
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INDUSTRY SPECIFIC EXPERTICE
Automotive
Automotive manufacturers and service providers are rapidly
evolving ways to partner with their customers to improve
driving experience.
They are focused on data science, design
thinking and eco-friendly ways to improve their engineering
solutions cost-effectively.
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INDUSTRY SPECIFIC EXPERTICE
Banking, Financial Services and Insurance
Today, the banking and financial services industry is focused on
digital customer experience through technologies like AI, ML,
blockchain, cyber security, IoT, Big Data and cloud.
AvidAll aims for a smart enterprise-wide approach that boosts
their digital presence, increases cross-selling opportunities,
improves customer experience, and helps them comply with
data privacy regulations.
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INDUSTRY SPECIFIC EXPERTICE
Public Sector
Public sector organizations around the world are facing multiple
challenges like financial crisis, technology changes and
real-time 24×7 support to meeting high customer expectations.
Whether looking to improve operational efficiency or drive
more value from existing infrastructure or manage challenges
associated with delivering better services for stringent budgets.
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INDUSTRY SPECIFIC EXPERTICE
Health Care
As medical technology is making commendable advances, we
also see the rise of technology to manage healthcare at the
backend. We see healthcare technology trends in the industry
that are not only meant to make the lives of the patients easier,
but also solve some massive problems
We create a user-friendly interface, integrated built-in reference
tools for all standards and safeguards, we also understand the
complexities and challenges of incorporating patient
information from multiple sources while providing
functionalities to conduct data analysis.
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INDUSTRY SPECIFIC EXPERTICE
Travel & Hospitality
In this digital age Travel & Hospitality industry is accelerating at
fast pace. But this isn’t the only thing changing. Consumer
behaviour is also evolving, becoming more complex and difficult
to interpret.
Their demands are now higher than ever, and they seem to
appreciate customer service and experience above other
variables.
In this challenging scenario AI and Machine Learning will come
to your rescue, (virtual customer assistant) Chatbots are one of
the biggest technological advancements today.
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OUR TECHNOLOGY FOOTPRINT
Robotic Process Automation
We work towards your challenges to be simplified & automated
to make life easy. Do your employees spend too much time
sending confirmation email messages for online forms and
not enough time speaking with clients? This increases
manpower costs without an increase in your sales volume.
You could complete similar simple repetitive tasks with software
like process automation for businesses, such as checking an
online form for missing information for an appointment before
sending a confirmation email message for the scheduled meeting.
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OUR TECHNOLOGY FOOTPRINT
Data Management
Data Management will Empower employees to collaborate and
easily experiment using the available data and algorithms to
create value for the organization through several possible ways:
creating new insights, fostering data-driven decision-making,
testing new business models or optimizing existing processes.
Expand your business and rest leave it to us we protect your
data & simultaneously help you save money while doing it.
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OUR TECHNOLOGY FOOTPRINT
Artificial Intellegence
We foresee your challenges & implement Artificial Intelligence
in Sales/Marketing, Track Competitors, Make light work
of Big Data, AI integrated customer support solutions and
Artificial Intelligence in CRMs to name few areas. We trust &
confident that above mentioned niche areas will help & cater
to your vast business challenges & opportunities you may
be facing / having.
AI (Artificial Intelligence) is no more confined to innovation
labs only. It is being praised for its amazing potential to
transform businesses across platforms & industries.
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OUR TECHNOLOGY FOOTPRINT
User Experience
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We at AvidAll inspired by creating game-changing products that
invoke a sense of excitement, closeness and satisfaction for
the user.
As your User Experience and Technology Partner, we
build customized software solutions, be it websites, web
applications or mobile applications, that are fluid and flawless
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OUR PROMISE
AvidAll provides comprehensive software consulting services promise, fulfilling all your organizations
challenges and needs. We foresee your requirement in six-stage process as our customer challenges, target
market, project budget, relevance, urgency, and clarity.
We believe and experienced the process will help us to reach your core challenge and find the root cause and
provide solution accordingly
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